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Some New Numbers, Sure to Be Popular
By William R. Clay, Raymond Birch and Chas. L. Johnson, Writers Who Have Made
Reputations for Producing Big Sellers.

SOMEDAY YOU'LL LOVE ME.
Words by WILLIAM R. CLAY
Music by CHAS. L. JOHNSON.

Lucy Lee
The Girl for Me
Sly Old Moon
I'll Meet You on the
Golden Shore
Some Day You'll Love Me

DREAM OF THE FAIRIES
(Waltz)
Words by CHAS. L. JOHNSON

Cloud Kissers
(Rag Two-Step) by Raymond Birch
Queen of Fashion
Waltz by CHAS. L. JOHNSON
Tar Babies Rag
By Raymond Birch
Melody Rag
By Raymond Birch
Dream of the Fairies
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